ENP Retired Designation

An ENP who has retired and has re-certified a minimum of two times since receiving their ENP Certification may obtain an ENP Retired designation.

The ENP Retired designation is intended for those individuals who have retired from the industry after having re-certified a minimum of two times. Active members do not qualify.

Any individual requesting to use such designation must complete the NENA ENP Retired Application form. The form will include the dates or years the member is claiming for their qualifying period. The correspondence will also require the applicant to certify he/she is not currently involved in the 9-1-1 industry.

If an individual who has earned such designation returns to work in the 9-1-1 industry, the individual must cease using the ENP Retired designation.

There will be no cost to obtain this designation.

Before any individual is authorized to use the ENP Retired designation, the NENA National Office will verify that they have re-certified a minimum of two times. The NENA National Office will automatically approve the individual if the minimum qualifications have been met. All applications will be available for viewing by the NENA Institute Board. The NENA National Office must send written confirmation to the individual, before the designation can be used.

Any NENA Institute Board member that has actively served on the Institute Board for a minimum of four years will qualify to use the ENP Retired designation, regardless of the number of years they have been an ENP.

The NENA National Office will maintain requesting correspondence and a list of those members who have achieved the designation.

An ENP Retired individual may use the letters ENP Ret., or ENP Retired after his or her name on correspondence or business cards. This designation is valid for the individual’s lifetime. This designation could qualify the individual for discounted rates for conference attendance, discounts when buying products or any other financial advantage granted to an active ENP, as determined by the NENA Executive Board.
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